Large Molded Fiber Plant Expands Mainsaver Use
San Diego, CA and Waterville, Maine; October 24, 2018: Operating for over 100 years, the Huhtamaki
plant in Waterville, Maine produces paper based plates, bowls and other molded products. The retail
brand ‘Chinet’ has been a staple at family picnics for many years. This 24x7 operation has used
Mainsaver for over 20 years for the maintenance and repair of all assets. Mainsaver is the standard
CMMS for all Huhtamaki USA plants.
The Waterville plant recently decided to use Mainsaver for all MRO purchases in order to better align
maintenance with procurement and capitalize on the benefits of linking the assets to inventory. A
perpetual inventory with over 10,000 items will be issued when consumed. Items that reach order point
will be approved and then ordered through a paperless PO system which emails the PO directly to the
supplier. Non inventory purchases are initiated through a purchase requisition, approved electronically
and once again a PO is sent electronically to the supplier.
To complete the supply chain, purchase orders are received and requestors are alerted through email
when their parts are in eliminating the need to find the requestor. Invoices are matched and passed
electronically to the ERP system for payment. This is a complete paperless workflow from request to
invoice.
Mainsaver has been involved in this project from inception to delivery. Mainsaver works with personnel
at all levels within the enterprise to optimize their use of Mainsaver in their respective business
processes.

About Huhtamaki
Huhtamaki is a global specialist in packaging for food and drink. With our network of 78 manufacturing
units and additional 24 sales only offices in altogether 34 countries, we're well placed to support our
customers' growth wherever they operate. Mastering three distinctive packaging technologies,
approximately 18,200 employees develop and make packaging that helps great products reach more
people, more easily. In 2017 our net sales totaled EUR 3.0 billion. The Group has its head office in Espoo,
Finland and the parent company Huhtamäki Oyj is listed on Nasdaq Helsinki Ltd. Additional information
is available at www.huhtamaki.com.

About Mainsaver Software
Mainsaver offers a complete Enterprise Asset Management Solution with a robust Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS) at its core. As one of the industry's foremost established
CMMS suppliers, Mainsaver provides solid software applications, trusted consulting services, and
comprehensive customer support to its clients. Our solutions are designed to provide a maximum
return on investment, whether installed as a standalone application, or as an “end to end” solution
interfaced to any of today’s popular ERP, MRP or financial packages.

